Applicability, Safety, and Cost-Effectiveness of Improvised External Ventricular Drainage: An Observational Study of Tunisian Neurosurgery Inpatients.
External ventricular drainage (EVD) is an emergent neurosurgical procedure. Many commercial sets are available for EVD that are not always obtainable in all hospitals. The aim of our study was to describe new techniques to perform EVD using simple improvised materials to check the real-world applicability of the same device in the management of acute hydrocephalus and its effectiveness and safety. We illustrated 2 techniques for a "do it yourself" improvised EVD device using materials available even in non-neurosurgery-dedicated operating rooms. We performed an observational study in our institution (April 2015 to December 2016). We included all patients presenting with acute hydrocephalus and requiring EVD. During a 20-month period, the new EVD device was used as a lifesaving solution for 33 patients. Good outcomes were noted in 11 of the 33 patients (33%). The EVD was complicated by fatal meningitis in 4 of the patients (12%). Malfunction occurred in 6 patients. The new EVD device costs less than US$20 for the first technique and less than US$10 for the second technique. In contrast, the cost of a standard EVD set ranges from US$170 to US$380 in Tunisia. The new EVD device has the potential to improve the quality of efficiency of care in difficult economic times that have changed the medical landscape, because it is both easy to make and cost-effective. Because it is an inexpensive technique, it could also be suitable for low-income countries, where neurosurgery is not yet the first and foremost health priority.